Fridges And Sunlight, LOW E Glass And IP Ratings - An information sheet from Bar Fridges Australia
Direct Sunlight - One of the biggest killers of a glass door fridge is direct sunlight, there is no way in any situation
that your installation will allow direct sunlight on the glass. On some recent tests done, we had units reaching over
65oC inside fridge after 1 hour of morning sun, not the ideal beer drinking temperature.
This is not to say that units cannot be ok in an area that is under cover and gets some ‘secondary sunlight’, as in
through a clear UV blind shade or roof Laser Lite etc. With secondary it is not as harmful and unit may be able to
handle an hour or so in this situation. It is important to ask us about your idea for installation first.

GLASS DOOR fridges with some secondary sunight for alfresco.

A ‘Glass Door Fridge’ can be in ‘open’
alfresco area’s like picture to left. This
install is fully open to the elements with
large openings throughout, however
refrigerator is position to only get small
amount of sun through a large ‘tinted’ UV
window. No part of the install allows direct
sunlight. In heavy water unit could still get
rainwater through main opening so make
sure you have the IP rating that is suitable,
more about IP ratings below.
Ask the staff for advice.

SOLID DOOR Units for ‘Exposed’ Alfresco

A ‘Solid Door’ unit that is located
undercover (under bench) outside can still
survive if sun is passing ‘over’ the fridge, as
in fridge facing North or South etc. Here is
an installation below that has been going
fine in Perth WA since August 2015, unit is
in a position where the actual sunlight
does not meet the fridge ‘directly, and
with solid door it really makes a difference
from glass door.
Remembering that in this application the
IP rating also comes into effect as units
can get rain in weather. So the best option
here is the GSP Rhino range as the IP rating
allows water to spray at 360o on the unit.
Ask the staff for advice.

IP Rating Chart – IP it is known as ‘Ingress Protection’ and is a universal code used worldwide for all types of
products, it measures ‘solid particle’ and ‘water’ ingress that could enter into a product and damage it etc. The chart
below shows the full list and allows you to understand what is what. 95% of fridges on market have NO official IP
testing done, mainly because costs are really high to get this done and usually when done often the changes
required to pass are just too much cost for the manufacturer to pay for. The Rhino GSP range we have is only
officially tested IP unit on the market.
Often you may see an IP rating of say X3, well the X means that no test had been done and the 3 is the water one
below (3minutes only of light water spray at 60o from vertical). If 2 x digits are on the rating then both are tested to
that.

LOW E Glass- If you think of a car in a carpark with windows closed on a hot day, well that explains the effect that
occurs with a fridge that has glass door.
Units with LOW E glass are designed to reflect heat rays 70% better that normal glass, but even this feature
becomes insignificant if you have direct sunlight. See LOW E info for the ‘Brainiac’ explanation of it’s function.
Below shows 70% humidity with
Normal Glass above and LOW E
Glass at bottom with no fog.

Normal Glass

LOW E Glass

So really be careful when doing your design and make sure if you want glass door bar fridge that you allow the
location to be 100% out of direct sunlight.
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